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51. INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY OF RESULTS 
ONE OF THE celebrated and useful theorems of fixed point theory is the Lefschetz- 
Hopf Fixed Point Theorem which associates with each self map f: X-+X of a finite 
complex a computable integer L(f) with the property that if L(f) # 0, then f has fixed 
points. Computable here refers to the fact that L(f) is given by a trace formula in 
homology (or cohomology). When X is a simply connected (SC) manifold M, the 
Lefschetz number L(f) provides a complete invariant in that the map f is deformable 
to a fixed point free map if, and only if, L(f) = 0. One way to see this is by the 
Wecken-Nielsen theory [ l] and another is by obstruction theory. In the latter case, the 
obstruction to deforming f lies in top cohomology of M with integral coefficients and 
is identified with L(~)F., p a fundamental class of M. In the non-simply connected 
case (NSC), L(f) is not a complete invariant [2] since L(f) = 0 does not necessarily 
imply f can be deformed to be free of fixed points. The Nielsen number N(f), 
however, does provide a complete invariant in the NSC case [l]. Unfortunately, the 
definition of N(f), which first classifies fixed points and then counts the number of 
essential classes, does not relate to obstruction theory or trace formulas. Our main 
objective here is to fill this gap. 
Given the map f: M + M, we replace the inclusion map M x M - A+ M x M, 
A = diagonal of M x M, by a fiber map p: E + M x M. The fiber F of this fibration is 
(m - 2)-connected (because M is a manifold), and when m 2 3 (which we now assume 
henceforth), the fiber is n-simple for every n and TV-, forms a local system on 
M x M. This local system is identified as follows. First of all, r,,-,(F) = Z[r]. the free 
Z-module generated by the n = T,(M). Then, the action of r x T on Z[-rr] is given by 
(CT, T) 0 a = sgn a(~cua-‘) (1) 
where sgn (T = 4 1 and appears only in the non-orientable case. Now, if we let 
p:: E* + M denote the fiber space induced by 1 x f: M -+ M x M, it is easy to see that 
f is deformable to be fixed point free if, and only if, py admits a section. We call the 
obstruction o(f) to such a section the obstruction to deforming f to be fixed point 
free. o(f) E H”(M,Z[r]), where the local system on M is induced by 1 xf from that 
on M x M. In this case the action of r on Z[“] is given by 
c 0 a = (sgn (T) cp (a) (Y(+-’ (2) 
where cp: rr + 7~ is induced by f. Since the Reidemeister classes of 7r relative to q are 
derived from the equivalence relation (Y - cp(a)c~o-’ (or (Y - ac~cp(a-I)) we refer to (2) 
as the twisted Reidemeister action and to the associated bundle of groups (local 
system) as the twisted Reidemeister bundle B(q). Thus, our obstruction o(f) has 
coefficients in .B(cp). 
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1.1. THEOREM. f: M+ M is deformable to be fixed point free if, and only if, the 
obstruction o(f) E H”(M, LJ?(cp>). where S(cp) is the twisted Reidemeister bundk, 
vanishes. 
Our next step (P4) is to describe the obstruction o(f) in terms of Nielsen numbers 
as follows. We assume (without loss) that f: M -+ M has finitely many fixed points and 
fi M-,&f is a fixed lift of f to the universal cover M of M. If one projects the fixed 
points Fix (of’), CY E 7r (identified as covering transformations on M) of a lift orf down 
to M one obtains a Nielsen class of f. Lifts of f conjugate to af project to the same 
Nielsen class and thus the Nielsen classes {N} are in bijective correspondence with 
conjugacy classes of lifts of f. Since CY~ and pf are conjugate if, and only if, 
p = acycp(cr-‘) for some u E rr, we have a bijective correspondence p + AJ, between 
the Reidemeister classes of 7r relative to cp = f#: v + V, (obtained from the equivalence 
relation (Y - (T(Y(P((T-‘)) and the Nielsen classes. All but a finite number of the N, are 
empty and we let i(N,) denote the local index of the set of fixed points belonging to 
N,, where i(N,) is the usual numerical local index i(f, U) off on any open set U such 
that U n Fix (f) = N, (see [Sl). 
1.2. THEOREM. The obstruction o(f) E H”(M, 3((p)) has a cochain representation 
of the form 
c(f) = 7 (i(N,)cu,)s, 
P 
where s, is a single m-simplex of Mcontaining the basepoint x, chosen in Fix (f) and ap is 
chosen in the Reidemeister class p. Alternative choices of a,,‘~ lead to cohomologous 
cochains. 
Now a Nielsen class N is essential if i(N) # 0. There are only finitely many of 
these and the number of essential Nielsen classes is called the Nielsen number off. 
1.3. COROLLARY. The obstruction o(f) vanishes if, and only if, the Nielsen number 
N(f) = 0. 
Thus we have an obstruction theoretic proof of the following theorem of 
Wecken [ I], for manifolds. 
1.4. COROLLARY. If N(f) = 0, then f is deformable to a fixed point free map. 
If in Theorem 2 we let f denote the identity map then the cochain c (f > = x(M)s, 
where the coefficients are in the subbundle S C .%(cp) of twisted integers correspond- 
ing to 1 E v and o(f) corresponds to the twisted Euler class of M. When M is simply 
connected the twisted Reidemeister bundle reduces to simple Z-coefficients and 
Theorem 2 implies that o(f) = L(f)tq where b is the fundamental class of M. 
In 95 we describe o(f) in terms of intersection numbers and fundamental classes. 
We restrict ourselves here to smooth orientable manifolds. We begin by defining a 
universal obstruction by considering tubular neighborhoods T of the diagonal A C 
M x M and let N = Nr denote the closed complement of T. Then, we have a relative 
obstruction Vr E H”(M X M, N; T,,_~(F)) for deforming the m-skeleton of M X M 
into M x M - A, relative to N. Here F is the fiber of the fiber map p: E 9 M X M 
above and n,_,(F) is the local system on M x M, with n,,_,(F) = Z[?r] and action 
(o, 7)(Y = 7cYu -‘, as above. We call 




the universal obstruction for M. Then, using the isomorphism (for each T) 
IJr: H”(M X kf, Nr; 7r~_,(F))+H,m(k x fi x,,,%-, Nr; Z), 
where fir is the preimage of NT under the induced covering map, we obtain an 
cochain representation for JI( U,) with simple integer coefficients. There is a correspond- 
ing isomorphism 
qk H”(M, ?r&F))+H,“<tiX,7r; Z) 




where R(q) is the set of Reidemeister classes of ST with respect to cp = f#: r + 7~ and 
the action ~0 (Y = q((+)c& and 7ra is the isotropy group of (Y with respect to this 
action. If f’ is our fixed lift to ti of f: M + A4 and &f x l@/m is the orbit space of the 
diagonal action of m on i6f x a, then we let G(a-‘f) and [A] denote, respectively the 
submanifolds in A.!f x &8/m corresponding to the graph of cr-‘fi i$#+ &f, (Y E r and 
A C a X &f, the diagonal in i@ X &f. Finally, using the cochain representation for 
4( Ur) we obtain the following formula for the obstruction o(f)($(o(f)) when viewed 
in H,” (M x,~; Z). 
1.5. THEOREM. Let M be a connected orientable smooth manifold and f: 
map. The obstruction o(f) when viewed as an integral cohomology class in 
M-Ma 
Tz H,” <n;ilG Z) [UIE [uol 
has the form 
where u, is a fundamental class (compact supports) for the orientable munifold I@r, 
and G(cu-‘f) 0 [A] represents the intersection number in a x &f/r of the submanifolds 
G(a-‘f) and [A]. 
1.6. Remark. Notice that when M is simply connected Theorem 1.5 reduces to 
(G(f)0 h)~, the intersection number of the graph G(f) of f with the diagonal 
A E M x M, times the fundamental class ,u. 
A simple counting argument then yields the following: 
1.7. COROLLARY. Under the hypotheses and notations in Theorem 1.5, the obstruc- 
tion o(f) has the following representation as an integral cohomology class: 
o(f) g [ 
a 
&,, (VJa-I))cLa 
where N,--1 is the Nielsen class corresponding to the lift a-‘f. 
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All of the results up to now suggest that there is generalized Lefschetz number 
Z’(f), not necessarily an integer but lying in Z[rrl or a related module, with the 
property that o(f) = 0 if, and only if, P’(f) = 0. We would also desire Z(f) to be given 
by (generalized) trace formulas. This is indeed the objective in the last section of the 
paper, 06. The algebraic setting requires that we impose some finiteness conditions. 
Let us assume then that 7~ is a finite group. Then, if A = Q(n), the rational group ring 
of rr, every A-module A is projective and we are in Stallings’ setting[3] for traces of 
endomorphisms cp: A +A, when A is a finitely generated A-module. Such a trace 
requires a function T: r += G, where G is an abelian group, such that T(xy) = T(yx), 
x, y E n-. Given such at G-valued T, we have a G-valued trace function T(p) which 
assigns to +Y a trace element in G and T(q) has the usual properties of a trace 
function. In particular, we have generalized Lefschetz numbers (G-valued) defined by 
P’(P) = c. (- l)‘T(rp,) 
where cp = {cp,: C, + C,} is a graded endomorphism of f.g. A-modules and C, = 0 for 
141 sufficiently large. We also have a corresponding Hopf Trace Theorem. The setting, 
which does not require manifolds, assumes the following data along with the self map 
f: X +X of a connected finite complex: 
(a) An endomorphism cp: 7r + r of a discrete group r. 
(b) r acts freely on a space X’ with orbit space X and associated covering map 
q: X’+X. 
(c) A commutative diagram of maps 
f’ X’- X’ 
4 I I 4 
f x-x 
(d) f’ is compact (i.e. the closure of the image of f’ is compact) and p(a)f’=f’(~ 
for ff E T, i.e. f’ is equivariant with respect to cp: r + 7~. 
The compactness of f’ in (d) is automatic when n is finite or, more generally, when 
image cp is finite. In particular, the theory applies when the covering space in (c) is 
chosen to belong to a subgroup H of finite index in r](X), which is invariant under f+ 
Here rr is identified with n,(X)IH and cp is induced by f+ 
The lift f’ in (c), or any lift af’, cy E T, is not necessarily r-equivariant, i.e. 
crf’ = f’a, a E 7~, does not necessarily hold. However, af is n,-equivariant where V~ 
is the isotropy subgroup of (Y with respect to the Reidemeister action (+o (Y = 
U(Y(P(U-‘), m, a E r. Furthermore, each 7~, is a finite group and hence we may 
consider trace functions for endomorphisms of f.g. Q [7~,]-modules. In particular, we 
introduce for (Y E r, a trace function TaR: 7~, Q[R(q)], where R(cp) is the set of 
Reidemeister classes of r relative to cp, by the correspondence (~++h-~([u-‘~l) 
[(~-‘a], u E m,,. A[K’~] is a certain positive integer, and the use of ~‘[(+-‘a] forces 
rational coefficients Q . Then, again for (Y E 7r, we define the generalized a-Lefschetz 
number of f as follows: 
Ta(f) = F (- l)kTaR((Qf’)*/c) E o[R(P)l 
where af’ is the lift of f corresponding to LY and 
(af’)*k: Hk(x’; Q))+&(x’,(3) 
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is an endomorphism of To-modules with f.g. image. In order to define the generalized 
Lefschetz number zw(f) itself, we let W denote a set of Reidemeister representatives, 
i.e. W consists of one element from each Reidemeister class. Then we define 
1.8. THEOREM. Given a map f: X+X subject to the above conditions and a set of 




where ]T~]= order TV, one representative a is chosen in each Reidemeister class p and 
L(cuf’) is the usual Lefschetz number of af’. 
Generalized Nielsen classes N,(f, [a]),[~~1 E R(q) are introduced by 
K(f, [aI) = dFix af’) 
and the index i(N,(f, [a])) of this Nielsen class is given by the usual index i(f, U), U 
a neighborhood of N,, (f, [(r]) containing no other fixed points of f. 
1.9. THEOREM. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 1.8 
%(f) = 2 i(N,(f, p))p 
PE (0) 
and, in particular, z,,(f) E Z[R(cp)l, i.e. zm(f) has integral coeficients. 
1.10. COROLLARY. If X is a compact triangulable manifold of dimension 2 3 and 
f: X+X is a self map such that f#(r,(X)) is finite, then the obstruction o(f) vanishes 
if, and only if, the generalized Lefschetz number 2=(f) = 0. In particular, if V,(X) = 7~ 
is finite 
o(f)=O@%(f)=O. 
The last par of 06 interprets these results in the presence of the so-called “Jiang 
conditions” on the map f: X+X. This condition requires [4] that all the lifts cuf’, 
CY E 7~, of f, when X’ is the universal cover, be homotopic in the class of fiber 
preserving maps. We weaken this condition and say that f is J,(r) provided every lift 
af’ of f is homotopic to f’ (not necessarily with a fiber preserving homotopy). Thus 
J,,,(r) is weaker than the usual Jiang condition even when r is the fundamental group 
of x. 
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1.11. THEOREM. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 1.8 
=%7(f) = L(f’) ,& I~alrl[al. 
and if f is J,,,(T), 
If, in addition, X is a compact triangulable manifold (dim 2 3), with fundamental 
group 7~, then f is deformable to a fixed point free map if, and only if, the ordinary 
Lefschetz number L(f) = 0. 
1.12. Remark. Much of the content of this paper carries over to the study of 
coincidences of two maps f, g: X + M, of a space X into the manifold M. However, in 
order to keep exposition within reasonable bounds, we concentrate here on the special 
case of fixed points of a single map f: M+M. 
52. THE OBSTRUCTION o(f) 
Let X denote a O-connected topological space and A a closed subset. We replace 
the inclusion map i: X - A C X with a Hurewicz fiber map as follows. Set, as usual, 
E=E(X,X-A)={(x,w):X E X-A,w E E’,w(O)=x} 
where E’ is the space of paths o: I[O, 1] + E with the C - 0 topology. The fiber map 
p: E+X is given by 
Pk WI = 41). 
If x0 E X, the fiber F = p-‘(x0) is given by 
F = {(x, o) E E: w(l) = x0). 
In short, F is the space of paths in X which begins in X - A and end at x0. Thus, if x0 
is chosen in X - A, we have the identification 
7~k(F, 20) = G+I(X, X-A, xo) 
where Z. is the constant path at x0. 
2.1. LEMMA. The fiber F is 
2-connected. 
l-connected if, and only if the pair (X,X-A) is 
2.2. COROLLARY. If M is an m-manifold, m 2 3, and X = M x M, A = A(M), the 
diagonal of M, then replacing the inclusion map M x M - A(M) C M x M by a fiber 
map (above yields an (m -2)-connected fiber, in particular the fiber is simply con- 
nected. 
Again let p: E +X denote the fiber map replacing the inclusion map X - A C X. 
Then, if Y is any space and f: Y + X is a map it is apparent that f is deformable into 








g: Y -+ E with pg = f. In turn, such a g exists if, and only if, the pull-back of E under 
f 
E* = {(Y, e): f(y) = p(e)1 C Y X E 
P* I 
Y P*(Y, e) = Y 
admits a section. We next refer to Steenrod[S] for the following proposition, noting 
that the fiber F for p* is k-simple for every k provided the pair (X,X-A) is 
2-connected. since this condition forces F to be l-connected. 
2.3. PROPOSITION. Suppose Y is finite m-comple,u and the pair (X, X - A) is (m - 
1)-connected, m 2 3. Then, there is a (primary) obstruction class 
r(f) E H”(Y, r,,-,(F)) 
(with local coefficients r,,_,(F)) such that r(f) = 0 if, and only if, p* admits a section 
or alternatively, if, and only if f is deformable into X - A. 
If B is a subcomplex of the above complex Y and f: (Y, B)+(X, X - A) is a map 
of pairs, then the fibration p*: E*+ Y d a mi s a partial section s, over B by setting t 
s,(x) = X, the constant path at x. We therefore also have at our disposal the relative 
obstruction 
r<f, B) E H”(Y, B: r,,-,(F)) 
for extending sf to a full section s of p* (see [S]). Furthermore, i*(r(f, B)) = r(f), 
where i* is introduced by the inclusion map i: Y + (Y, B). 
We will be interested in the following special case of 2.3. Let M denote a compact 
triangulated manifold of dimension m 2 3 and A = A,,, C M x M, the diagonal in 
M x M. Then, if f: M+M is a map, let 
o(f) = r(l xf) E H”(M; r,,-,(F)) 
where 1 x f: M + M x M, i.e. ocf) is the obstruction to deforming 1 x f into M x M - A. 
Note that, we have a fibered pair[6], 
(T, Q) = (M x M, M x M-A, proj,, M) 
with fiber (M,M-x), x E M, and since q(M,M-x)=~~~(MxM,MxM-A) we 
see that (M x M, M x M - A) is (m - I)-connected so that 2.3 applies. 
2.4. PROPOSITION. Let M denote a triangulated m-manifold, m 2 3, and f: M -+ M. 
Then f is deformable to a fixed point free map if, and only if, o(f) = 0. 
Proof. The necessity is clear, and the sufficiency requires only a comment. If 
o(f) = 0, 1 x f is deformable to a map h x g: M + M x M - A, where h is not neces- 
sarily the identity map. However, a simple application of the covering homotopy 
theorem for pairs applied in (7, TV) yields a map g’ - g such that g’ is fixed point free. 
2.5. Remark. Unless otherwise mentioned, all manifolds are, from now on, com- 
pact, triangulable and of dimension L 3. 
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2.6. Definition. The obstruction class o(f) E H”(M; TV_,), with local 
coefficients r,,-,(F), will be called the obstruction to deforming f to be fixed point free. 
It is sometimes convenient to replace a map f: A4 + M by a map f: N + N, where 
N, is a covering space of M, and to show o(f) f 0 by showing o(f) # 0 for an 
appropriate choice of J? This is in analogy with the method of Hirsch[7] of determin- 
ing that the Nielsen number of f is non-zero, by exhibiting an f with non-zero 
Lefschetz number. We formalize the situation as follows. 
2.7. PROPOSITION. Suppose we are given a commutative diagram 
i 
N-N 
4 I I 4 
f 
M-M 
where q is a finite covering map over M. If o(f) f 0, then o(f) # 0. 
Proof. Let AM denote the diagonal of M x M and let A = (q x q)-‘(AM). Then, we 
have a diagram 
IXi 
N - NxN 
4 I I PX4 lxf 
MFMxM 
with (qxq)(NxN-A)C MXM-AM. Let E=E(MxM,MxM-AM) and let 
p: E + M x M denote the fiber map replacing the inclusion M X M - AM C M X M. 
Similarly let ,!? = E(N x N, N x N -A), p: I!?+ N x N, replace the inclusion map 
NxN-ACNxN. Let E* and E* denote the pull-backs, respectively, of 1 x f and 
1 x f, thus obtaining a diagram 
It is not hard to see that q*(o(f)) = yA(l xf), the obstruction to deforming 1 x p into 
N x N - A. Finally, if AN is the diagonal for N x N, AN C A so that 
NxN-AN 3 NxN-A. 
Then, replace the inclusion map N x N - AN C N X N by 6: I? + N, where 2 = 
E(N x N, N x N - AN) and thus obtain a fiber preserving map 
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which induces qc,: m”_,(l”) + r”_i(fi), a homomorphism of local systems. cpx, in turn, 
induces, the coefficient homomorphism 
cp*: H”(N; q_,(F))+HyN; ?7_,@)) 
and it follows easily that cp*(~~(l x f) = o(P) and hence in this given situation 
and the proposition follows: 
Given a manifold M, the situation in Proposition 2.7 is obtained by choosing a 
normal subgroup Hd r = r,(M, y,,) of finite index in rr, i.e. [T: H] < 03. Then, let 
q: N + M denote the covering space belonging to H, i.e. r,(N) = H. Given a map 
f: M + M, H must be chosen so that f,(H) C II, f#: r,(M) + r,(M). This condition 
assures the existence of lifts f: N -+ N, and we are now in a position to apply 2.7. 
2.8. Remark. The condition f,(H) C H requires some care because of base points. 
If Hd r,(M, X0), then H determines subgroups H, C r,(M, x) at any base point x by 
letting H, = o,(H), where (+ is any path from x0 to x. Since H is normal in 7r, H, is 
independent of V. Thus, the condition f,(H) C H is short for f,(H) C Hfcw,. 
53. THE LOCAL SYSTEM r,,, , (F) 
We now turn our attention to identifying the local coefficient system n,,_,(F) used 
in the definition of r(f) E H”(M; n-,,_,(F)). We employ the following notation: 
(i) p: E + A4 x M, is the fiber map, replacing the inclusion map M X M - A C M X 
M, A = AM. 
(ii) F = p-‘(b) is the fiber over b = (x, y) E M x hf. 
(iii) n: &f + A4 is the universal cover of M 
(iv) f: M + M is a given map. 
(v) q: E* + M, is the fiber map induced from (E, p, M X M) by 1 X f: M + M x M. 
(vi) 7r is the fundamental group of M at a base point to be specified. 
(vii) If b is a point, 6 is the constant path at b. 
As we have already seen, if we choose a base point b = (x, y) E Mk M-A, we 
have a natural identification 
q!+,: IT,,,(M x M, M x M-A, b) = n,,_,(F, 6) 
where F = p-‘(x, y), the fiber over b and 6 is the constant path at b. In fact, I+!I is an 
isomorphism of local systems on M x M-A. We therefore determine the action of 
r,(MxM-A,b)=vr,(M,x)xn,(M,y)=nxr 
on rr,(M x M, M x M -A, b). We assume now that x is near y and consider the 
diagram 
ti - (fi x &f, ti x ii? - l-‘(A)) 
Mt---(MxM,MxM-A) 
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where l= 7) x q and the horizontal maps are projections on the first coordinate and 
are also fibered pairs[6] with fibers (M, M-x), C&f, J% - n-‘(x)>, respectively. Let 
n-‘(~) = (2’) and v-‘(Y) = {yj}, SO that l-‘(~, y) = {(ii, 9’))). Then, we have isomor- 
phisms for each i, j: 





We also have, because of simple connectivity, 
?Tm (A2 X ti - q-‘(X)9 yj) - 
I 
Now, (a, fi - v-‘(x)) is the fiber of the fiber pair map 
tit-(fixfi,tixfi-l(A)) 
over each pi and hence for each Xi we have a fiber inclusion 
ei:(fi,~-~-‘(~)) C (&fXh;i,~‘X-,J-‘(A)) 
where @i(U) = (%, u). We identify rr with the covering transformations of fi, with 2’ 
corresponding to the identity, SO that (2’9 2j) = (a, ~)(a’, n’), if CS’ = fi, 72’ = gj, 
(a; T) E n x r. Now, 
where the Vi are Euclidean neighborhoods of I?i in evenly covering a neighborhood V 
of x. If crx’ = Xi then (rvl = pi::. We choose a local orientation of V at x, thereby 
determining a generator yl E H,( v’, IV, - 2,). Let cy E r and set ye = cuy’. Thus, y0 
generates Hm( Vi, Vi -ii) if (YX’ = Xi. We now identify Z[r] with the image of 
H,,, (fi, &f - n-‘(x)) under 8’. via the correspondence 
a - e,+(~~) = e14d. 
For u E 7r, u is a self homeomorphism of &f and we set sgn u = 2 1 according as u 
preserves or reverses orientation. Observe that O,.(yl) is represented by an m-cell D,” 
in ti x ti transverse to the diagonal A at (xl, xl). Thus, for u E 7~, the diagonal 
element (u, a) E n x 7r sends D’” to an m-cell Dim transverse to A at (2, ii). Thus, 
one can see that 
b, del.yl = (w del.yl. 
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We may now compute the action of 7~ x IT on Z[T] via the above correspondence as 
follows: 
(u, 7) 0 a = (6 T)h*(W,) 
= (UT 7x1 x ~)~I*% 
= (a, -f)4*YI 
= (l,7aa-‘)(q (T)e,*y, 
= sgn (T( 1, Ted) e,+ 
= Sgn (+elt(Tac+-‘yl) 
= (sgn cT)T(Yf’. 
Before we summarize our results on the local system n,,_,(F), we first observe the 
following. Let 7~ x r act on 7~ x T (on the left) by ( 0; ~)(a, p) = (sgn u)((T(Y, ~/3) and let 
r act on right of n x vr via the diagonal action, i.e. (CY, p)x = ((YX = ((Yx, px). If we 
denote by (7r x T)/A, the orbit space of this diagonal action, then the function 
p: 7Tx7r+7T;/L(cY,p)=pa-’ 
induces a (T x r)-isomorphism (as sets) 
where 7r X 7~ acts on 7~ via (a, ~)a = (Sgn (+)(?a(~-'). 
Now we summarize the above as follows, freely using the notation above: 
3.1. THEOREM. For b = (x, y) E M x A4 - AM, we have an isomorphism of local 
systems 
where 6 is the constant path. Using this identification and assuming the x is near y, the 
action of n x m on r,,_,(F, 6) is determined as follows. Define 
by v((Y, p) = &(yj), where (~21 = ii, PiI = Zj, 3/j = Prl. Then v, induces a (r X n)- 
isomorphism 
fi: Z[(T x r)/A,] = Z[n]- n,,_,(F, 6) 
where (r x IT)IA, and Z[T] are identified as (n x r)-sets by fi. The action of 7~ x T on 
Z[n] = r,,,_,(F, 6) is given by 
(C, T)OCY = (SgIl (T)T(Y(T-‘. 
Suppose now that f: M + M is a self-map of M and p*: E + M is the pull back of 
p: E + M x M where E = E(M x M, M x M - A) and p replaces the inclusion map 
M x M-A C M x M ($2). The local system r,,_,(F, l?) on M x M induces the 
following local system on M; (i) G, = r,,_,(F, 6), b = (x, f(x)). (ii) If T = r,(M, x) and 
CT E IT, then the action of T on G, = n,,_,(F, 6) is given by UO(Y = (a, (P(u))~(Y where 
cp: n,(M, x)+ r,(M, f(x)) is induced by f, i.e. cp = f+ 
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This local system is equivalent over M - Fixcf), where Fix is the set of fixed points of 
f, to the local system induced by 1 x f from the local system r,,,(M x M, M x M -A, b), 
b E M x M - A. Thus, we have the following corollary. 
3.2. COROLLARY. For x E M - Fix (f), we have an isomorphism of local coeficient 
systems 
where b = (x, f (x)). Furthermore, if x is chosen suficiently close to a fixed point and IT 
is identified with both T,(M, X) and gl(M, f (x)) we have an isomorphism of r-sets 
v = v,(f, x): Z[T]- T~_,(F, 6) 
with T acting on Z[?r] by ~OCY = (sgn a)q(a)acr-‘, where cp = f#: T -+ T. 
Recall that for an arbitrary homomorphism cp: VT + r, the so-called Reidemeister 
classes [a], LY E T are defined by the equivalence relation (Y = CKXC~(V~‘), v E r (see 
[8]). The set of such Reidemeister classes we will denote by R(q), and R(q) is simply the 
set of orbits under the action of rr on 7~ given by (a, LY)+ (T(Y(P((T-i). The action 
(a, (t)+ (p(g)(Y(T_’ is equivalent, under the correspondence (Y - cr-‘, to the Reidemeis- 
ter action (u, (Y) + ~(Y(P((T-‘). We adopt then the following definitions. 
3.3. Definition. (a) R(q) designates the Reidemeister classes of 7~ under the action 
(a, cx)+ aacp(a-‘) of 7r on m. (b) %(cp) designates the bundle of groups on M 
generated by Z[rr] and the action of v on Z[T] given by (a, a)+(sgn a)cp(c+)c~m-‘. 
9(cp) will be referred to as the twisted Reidemeister bundle.. 
3.4. Remark. Corollary 3.2 simply states that the local system r,,_,(F) on M is 
isomorphic to ~((cP), the twisted Reidemeister bundle. 
In order to make subsequent calculations we also want to record the action in our 
local system r,,_,(F) along more general paths in M x M. To do this let us recall that 
(x, y) is our base point and let (u, v) denote an arbirary point of M x M - A, u f v. We 
define an element g, E T,,_~(F~.,,,, (a, 5)) employing the identifications 
-- - 
r,,-, (4, v). (~3 u)) - 




T,,,(M,M--~,V) H,,, (ti x &f, ti x ti - l-‘(A)). 
Choose a Euclidean neighborhood W of u and an orientation of W. Let 
ill: (D”, Sm-‘, ao) + ( W, W - u, u) denote an imbedding which preserves the orientation 
on W. Then, g, corresponds to the image of a fixed generator g under the composition 
T,,, (D”, Sm-‘, ao) iui* 
h+ 
7Tm(W, w-u, u)- T,,,(M,M-a,v) 
where j,: (W, W - u) C (M, M - u). Observe that changing the orientation on W 
reverses the sign of g,. 
The following lemma is easy to verify. 
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3.5. LEMMA. If M is orientable we may choose g,, u E M so that if ((u, /3) is any 
path in M x M such that a(t) # P(t), 0 I t I 1 and (a, p) is in a suitable neighborhood 
of the diagonal, then ((u, &gx = g,, where (a(O), p(0)) = (x, y) and (a(l), p(1)) = (u, v). 
In the non-orientable case any choice of g,, u E M, has thhe property that given g, 
and g,, there is a path (a, p) as above so that ((Y, p)#gx = g,,. 
We assume now that the g,,, u E M, have been chosen satisfying the conditions of 
the above Lemma 3.5. 
3.6. PROPOSITION. Let (u, v), (u’, v’) denote points of M x M - A near the diagonal, 
in the sense that (u, v) and (u’, v’) belong to a small open tubular neighborhood of the 
diagonal A. Suppose further that (a, p) is a path from (u, v) to (u’, v’). Then 
where ((~0, /3&gx = g,,, (a,, p,),gx = g,,,, as in Lemma 3.3, (T = q~cx-‘, T = poppI-’ (see 
Fig. 1). 
Proof. 
((.u, P)*gu = (a, P)#(~OI Po)#gx 
= (a,, P,)*(% P&‘(% P)x(ao, Po)*gx 
= (a,, P,)#(fl? 7)ogx 
= (sgn fl)(@,)#(To-‘g,). 
Fig. 1. 
84. THE COMPUTATION OF o(f) 
We can compute the obstruction o(f) in the following manner. First of all, as 
usual, assume (without loss) that Fix (f) is finite, non-empty, and each fixed point lies 
in the interior ofa maximal simplex (see [S]). Furthermore, we assume that each 
m-simplex s is contained in a Euclidean neighborhood V, and that for each pair 
(x, y) E V, x V, we have a homeomorphism h,, (corresponding to translation from x 
to y in R”) on M which takes x to y and is continuous in x and y. Furthermore 
h, = id, h, = h;:. If s contains a fixed point, then one may also assume that f(s) C V,Y 
and that the fixed point corresponds to the origin under the identification of V, with 
R”. 
In this section the base point (x, y) of M x M which provided the identification 
r,,_,(F, 6)=2[~], will be designated by (x,, y,), so that (x, y) will denote a general 
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point of M x M. Thus, Fb = p-‘(x, y), b = (x, y) will denote the fiber over the generic 
point b = (x, y). Recall the diagram 
E*-E 
4 I I P 
MIx’MxM 
where p replaces the inclusion map M X M-A C M X M. Consider the section 
P: M-Fixf+E* given by 
P(X) = (X,f(x)), x E M - Fixf 
(where recall that W represents the constant path at the point w). Since 
C’(x) = {(a, PI: 40) f P(O), 41) = x, P(1) = f(x)) C (M x Ml’, 
we see that p is a section over the complement of the fixed point set, hence on the 
(m - I)-skeleton of M. Thus the cochain c(l) representing o(f) is given by the 
following where s is an oriented m-cell: 
c(f)(s) = 
0 if interior of s is fixed point free 
[qO:] E 7r,,_I(q-1(u,), otherwise, 
where v, is a point of as and cp: is given by the composition cp: = rp, 0 is, where 
i,: (D”, Sm-‘, a,,)+(~, as, v,) takes a fixed orientation to the orientation on s, and cps is 
given by the map 
V,(U) = (G?f(u)fo), u E as, 
where z corresponds to the directed line segment from u to v. Note also that, following 
base points, 
P,(V,) = b; b = (v,, f(u, )). 
Under the identification, 
q~, corresponds to I,$ : (s, as, v, ) + (M x M, M x M - A, b) where 
A((1 - t)u + tx) = Cl-0(&f(u))+ Hv,,f(v,)) 
and where u E 8s and x corresponds to the origin with V, = R”. Now, consider 
y,:(s,as,v,)~(M~M,MxM-A,b) 
Y,(U) = (us, us +f(u) - u), u E s. 
Note, under the identification r,,,(M X M, M x M - A, b) = r,,,(M, M - v,, f(q)), -ys 
corresponds to 6,: (s, as, v,)+(M, M -x,f(v,)- u,) given by 
h(u) = f(u) - IQ 
which is then 
the degree of 
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translated by u,. Thus, since the local index i(f, x) of f at x is given by 
id - f : (c, 8~) + ( V,, V, - x), we have 
[rsl = (- lYVf, x)kil 
where g: corresponds to the inclusion map (s, as) C (M, M-x), using as base point 
f(q) - u, in M - x and then translating by u,. Now, the following argument shows that 
[IL,] = [?,I. Namely, one again considers the isomorphism 
rm(M, M - u,,f(u,)) j* -n,,,(MxM,MxM-A,b) 
induced by the fiber inclusion j(y) = (us, y). The range of & lies in V, x V,. If we let 
proj,: (M x M, M x M - A) + M denote the projection on the first factor we have a 
fibered pair with fiber over V, given by (M, M - v,). The local triviality 
O:(proj,-‘(V,),projj’(V,)-A)+ Vs x(MM-us) 
is given by sending (u, v) to (u, (zJ,, ZI + U, - u)) and in the fiber coordinate 
(W)(u) = (US, f(u) - U + Us), u E as. 
Thus O(4) and y agree on as and since we are working in V, x V, = R” x R”, it 
follows that [I&] = [y,]. 
4. I. PROPOSITION. Under the identification 
rm-,(q-‘(Vs), (v,,f(vs)) = rm(M x M, M x M-4 (u,,f(v,))) 
= r,n(M, M- v,,f(v,)) 
the obstruction cochain is given by 
c(f) = (-- 1)” 1 Ass 
where s runs over a basis of oriented simplexes, where the coefficient A, E 
r,,,(M, M- us, f(q)) is given by 
A, = 
0, if s contains no fixed points 
i(f, x) [g,], if x is the unique fixed point in s 
and where [g,] E r,,,(M, M - us, f (v,)) corresponds to the composition g:o i,, 
i,: (D”, S”-‘)+(s, as) is the orientation on s and g, is identified with gCY in Proposition 
3.4. 
In order to keep track of orientations let us introduce the symbol sgn (q s, s’) 
where (Y is a path from the oriented m-cell s to the oriented m-cell s’. Then, 
sgn (q s, s’) = 2 1 according as (Y does or does not carry the orientation of s to that of 
s’. Now, let N,, . . . , Nk denote the Nielsen classes of f and let s(x) denote the 
m-simplex containing the fixed point x. Then, clearly 
c(f) = (- 1)” 8 .&_ &cx,s(x). 
I 
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NOW for each Nielsen class Ni choose a representative fixed point xj and let Sj = S(Xj). 
If (T(X) is any path class from S(X) to Sj, then c(f) is cohomologous to 
where (Y(X), is the homomorphism from the local group at S(X) to that at So 
4.2. LEMMA. Let s = s(x). Zf y is a path from x to xi such that y and f(r) are 
homotopic with endpoints fixed (i.e. x and xj are Nielsen equivalent) then A,s is 
cohomologous to 
i(f, x)k,lsi. 
Proof. Choose a path (Y from v, to vSi which is parallel to y. Then p = f (a) is a 
path from f (v,) to f (uSi). Then, observe that h,s is cohomologous to 
(i(f, x)) sgn (a, s, Sj)(a, PhksI)~j. 
On the other hand, applying Proposition 3.6 and the notation in the associated Fig. 1 
(with (x, y,) as base point), 
(a, PMgsl = sgn u(~I, PI)*(~~-’ k,l)
where u = (Y,,(Y(Y,-‘, T = /3&p, -I. But since (Y - p, we have CT identified with 7 and 
Since sgn(a, s, Sj) sgn (+ = 1, we have A,s cohomologous to (i(f, x)[gsj])sj and the 
lemma follows. 
We therefore have the following structure theorem. 
4.3. THEOREM. The obstruction class o(f) is represented by a cochain of the form 
c’(f) = (- 1)” $ i(Nj) ksjl+ 
where i(Nj) is the index of the j-th Nielsen class Nj and [g,,] E r,,,(M, M - vSi, f (v,)) 
corresponds to the inclusion map (Sit asj) + (M, A4 - x) and gSi is identified with [gtii] as 
in Proposition 3.4. 
4.4. COROLLARY. (Theorem of Wecken [l]) Zf the Niensen number N(f) = 0, the 
obstruction o(f) vanishes and f is homotopic to a fixed point free map. 
4.5. COROLLARY. The obstruction class o(f) is represented by an element of Z[r], 
namely 
c”(f) = (- 1)” ($ (ind NjIPj,rgsjl)s, 
where pi is a path from vSj to v,, and Z[IT] is identified with r,,,(M, M - vsl, f(vSj)). 
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If we let ~0 = fx: n,(M, x,)+ r,(A4, xi) and R(q) the set of Reidemeister classes of 
r = r,(M, x1) relative to ~0, then starting with our obstruction cochain 
c(f) = (- I)” x Ass 
s 
as in 4.1, we can express c(f) in terms of Reidemeister classes as follows. Let i(f, s) 
denote the index of f on the interior of s whence 
c(f) = (- 1)” z i(f, s)ksls. 
Let s1 denote the maximal simplex containing our base point x1 and ps, a path from s 
to sI so that ps,[g,] = g,,. Then c(f) is cohomologous to 
and by Proposition 3.6 
P&s I= Mc’f@s)l E Z[nl. 
Now, let cu, = [flS-If(&)] E 7r and let x, denote the unique fixed point in s, if any. 
4.6. LEMMA. Two fixed points x, and xt are Nielsen equivalent if, and only if, cu, and 
CY, are Reidemeister equivalent (see Definition 3.3a), i.e. (Y, = crcy,cp(a-‘), for some 
Cl E lT. 
Proof. Suppose y is a path from x, to x, such that y -f(y). Then, 
at = Wf u%)l = wr-‘f (r)f us)1 
= [PI-’ r-‘Ps 1 Wf (PS )I [f W’)f (r)f (PI )I 
= (~w4c+-‘N 
for u = [P,-‘r-‘&I. The converse is proved by simply reversing the argument, 
Thus, the correspondent x, + (y, provides a correspondence from the Nielsen 
classes of f to the Reidemesiter class R(q). If p E R(q), set i(p) =0 if p does not 
correspond to a fixed point. Otherwise, p determines a non-empty Nielsen class N, 
and we set i(p) = i(N,). If we (Ye designate a representative choice from the classes p, 
we may state the following theorem. 
4.7. THEOREM. The obstruction o(f) has cocycle representations of the form 
G(f) = (- 1)” 
T; 
(i(p)cu,)sl, a&? E P. 
OE Cc) 
Furthermore, different choices of (Ye lead to cohomologous representations. 
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4.8 Remark. When the map f: M + M is homotopic to the identity we have by 
Theorem 4.3 that the obstruction class o(f) has the representation (there is only one 
Nielsen class) 
c’(f) = (- V”(X(W~~,I~I = (- l)“‘x(M)m 
which under the identification r,,-,(F) -Z[T] is a cochain with coefficients in the 
subbundle of twisted integers Z C Z[r], where ~0 1 = sgn g. Thus, o(f) corresponds 
precisely to the twisted Euler class as defined in the smooth case by Steenrod[S]. 
4.9. Remark. When the manifold M is simply connected, then our cochain c’(f) of 
Theorem 4.3 has the form 
c’(f) = (- 1)“Uf )(TI 
which determines precisely the Lefschetz class of f, L(f)p, where p is a fundamental 
cohomology class. 
4.10. Remark. The sign (- 1)” results from employing 1 x f: M + M x M, rather 
than f x 1, in keeping with the usual representation of the graph of f in M X M. 
$5. THE OBSTRUCTION AND INTERSECTION THEORY 
In order to facilitate exposition, we will assume in this section that M is a compact 
smooth oriented manifold of dimension m Our objective is to express u(f) E 
H”(M; Z[T]), the obstruction to deforming the self-map f: M + M to be fixed point 
free, in terms of intersection numbers as in the manner of Lefschetz, which in the 
simply connected case employs the intersection number of the graph of f and the 
diagonal AM = A of M X M. 
We begin by considering a universal obstruction lJ, = U for M. Let T denote a 
closed tubular neighborhood of the diagonal A C M X M and let Nr = N = 
M x M -(interior T). Then, (M x M, N) is a CW-pair and we consider the inclusion 
map 
ir:(MxM,N)+(MxM,MxM-A). 
Then, as in 02, we have the relative obstruction 
y(iT) = 27, E Hm(M x M, N; m,,_,(F)) 
for deforming the m-skileton of M x M into M x M-A, relative to N. Here F is the 
fiber of the fiber map (E, P, M x M) which replaces the inclusion map M x M-A C 
M, and 
E = {(q j3) E M’ x M’, a(O) f p(O)). 
If we let r denote the collection of closed tubular neighbors partially ordered by 
inclusion, we set 
T<T’WT’C T 
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and hence when T < T’ we have the inclusion 
(M X M, Nr) c (M X M, NT’) 
which induces an inverse system of isomorphisms 
Hrn(M X M, Nr; 7r~_,(F))+H”(M X M, NT’; 7T,_,(F)). 
5.1. Definition. The element U = U, = { Vr} which lies in the inverse limit 
@H”(M X M, Nr; 7rm-,(F)) 
will be called the uni~~ersal obstruction for M. 
We may calculate representatives for U as follows. We assume that the CW- 
structure (as a pair) of (M X A4, Nr) has the property that Nr is a subcomplex of 
M x A4 and the m-cells of M X A4 - NT consist of a finite number of m-cells Dim 
centered at (ci, ci) E A and transverse to A. Furthermore, aDim C dT C Nr (see Fig. 
2). 
Fig. 2. 
Then, a partial section (over Nr) for the fiber map p: E +M is given by 
Sk Y) = cc Yh 0, Y) E NT 
where 2, y represent constant paths at x and y respectively. Using the homotopy 
extension we may assume without loss that for (x, y) E aDi”‘, S(X, y) is the path in Oi” 
from (x, y) to a base point (Xi, yi) in the boundary aDim of OF (Fig. 3). 
Then a cochain representation for the cochain Vr is given by the correspondence 
where [pi] E ~,,_r(Fc,,,,~$ is given by 
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Fig. 3. The path s(x, y) in Dim. 
where FCxi,Yi) is the fiber of (Xi, yi). Suppose we take a simple diagonal path (y, y) from 
(~1, ~1) to (ci, ci). Then, there is a path (a, /3) from (~1, ~1) to (xi, yi) lying in aT which 
projects to y under the bundle map T +M (see Fig. 2). We will refer to (a, /3) as a 
diagonal path. Let T,,~ denote the translation in the fiber space (E, p, M x M) from the 
fiber over (x1, yI) to the fiber over (Xi, yi) and let ?a.@ denote the corresponding map of 
the homotopy groups, i.e. 
Then, a simple geometric argument yields the following: 
5.2. LEMMA. If (a, p) is a diagonal path as above, then 
Now, take a fixed base point (x1, y,) chosen as one of the (Xi, yi) above. Then, we have 
a (P x n) - isomorphism (3.2) 
where F is the fiber of (E, p, M x M) over (x1, y,). Now, let 98 denote the bundle of 
coefficients over M x M induced by (E, p, M x M) with fiber r,,_,(F). Furthermore, if 
7: it% + M is the universal cover of M, we set 5 = 7 x q: ti x ti -+ M x M and identify 
7~ x 7~ = ~T,(M x M, b), b =(x1, y,), with the group of covering transformations and 
introduce a right action of 7~ x rr on ti x ii? by 
(2, y’)(c, 7) = (a-‘2, TC’j). 
Then, if we form the bundle of coefficients 9?,, = ti x tix,,,Z[r], v induces an 
isomorphism 
In order to establish the structure of C, we recall the following designations: 
(1) (a, 9,) is fixed in 5-‘(x1, y,). 
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(2) A point (~5, y’) in &f x ti may be labelled (o, p) where (Y, /3 are (homotopy) path 
classes from x1 to x = q(T), yl to y = v(y), respectively, since, e.g. x’ may be viewed us 
the result of lifting (Y to fi with initial point x’,. 
(3) As in 02, r x n represents r,(M, x,) x rr,(M, y,), and 
Z[n x rl/Ar~ z[r], Er, 61- ay-‘. 
(4) The action of 7~ x 7~ on &f x &f given by (a, T)(Z, y’) = (a& by), translates, using 
the lubelling in 2 to (a, ~)(a, p) = (ocr, TP). 
(5) A point of LB,, = &f x ti x lixaZ[~] may be labelled ((Y, p) x u or ((Y, p) x [y, 61 
with 6~~’ = u, subject to the identifications 
((u, p) x U = (C ‘a, Tp) x TUuml Or 
(a, p) x [J’, aI= (flay T@) x [UY. 781. 
(6) If (a, p) is a path in M X M, then T,.8 represents the translation in the fiber 
space (E, P, M x M) from thefiber F,, over (a(O), p(O)) to the fiber FI over (411, P(l)) 
along ((Y, p), which induces 
Now, the following two lemmas, which give the structure of F and the induced 
map on cohomology, can be readily verified. 
5.3. LEMMA. The map i? C?&,+ 93 has the followingproperties: (i) V((LY, p) X [y, 81) = 
f,,,sp[~~l =~,,Bfu.6[v~1. (ii) If (a, P) is a diagonal path from (x1, yI) to (xi, yi) then 
~((a, P) x l) = [Cpil 
5.4. LEMMA. If we let x = F’: 93 + C%?,,, then x induces 
x*: H”‘(M x M, NT; LB)- Hm(MxM,NT;BO) 
a cochain representation of x*(U,) is given by the correspondence 
oi” - (a, P) x [Y, 61 
where ((Y, p) is a diagonalpath in M x Mfrom (xl, y,) to (Xi, yi) and [y, 61 aredetermined 
by the equation 
In particular, x*( lJ,) is given by 
where (a, p) is any diagonal path from (XI, yf) to (Xi, yi). 
Our next objective is to obtain an integral representation of the representative UT 
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as an element of the cohomology group 
where Nr is the subspace lying above Nr C A4 x M, and cohomology is with compact 
supports. 
We will need a few standard results we wish to state for the readers convenience. 
5.5. LEMMA. Recall that 7~ x r acts on IT by (a, r)a = UCIY’. If we set Z,[n] = 
Z[rr] with the dual action (a, ~)a = K’CYT. Then, there is an isomorphism of (r x T)- 
modules 
O:Z[7r] -Homzc&[~l, 29 
given by 
e(u)(v) = c:, v=u vfu u, v E 5T 
where rr x TT acts on Hom,“(Z,[7r], Z) by 
[(a, T)h](u) = h((a, T)U) = h(&uT) 
and HomZc is the group of homomorphisms generated by functions on v which vanish 
outside finite sets. 
5.6. LEMMA. Let fiT = c-‘(NT), i.e. the preimage of NT under the covering 
6: ti x ti + M x M. Then, there is an isomorphism 
given by 
$1: C*(M x M, NTI 9,) -Hom,,,(C,(&f x it%, Nr); Z[rrl) 
map 
($,f) [s, o, 71 = cf (I+ f (s) = (o, 7) x a 
where s is a p-cell (M x M, NT), and [s, W, T] is the p-cell of (M x &f, fiT) cor- 
responding to s and (a, T) E rr x IT. 
5.7. LEMMA. There is an isomorphism (induced by 0 in 5.5) 
$2: Hom,.,(C,(ti X a, fir); Z[nl)- Homzxn(Cp(ti X fi, fir), HomzC (Z,[r]; Z)). 
Our next lemma makes use of the fact that the cells of (A? x a x V, fir x 7~) have 
the form [s, o, r, a], where s is a cell of (M X M, NT), (u, T) is a path in M X M from 
(xl, y,) to s and cr E rr. Then, the cells of (a x &f x rxrr~, NT) have the form [s, u, T, (~1 
subject to the equivalence 
[s, a, 7, a] = [s, uu, VT, mu-‘]. 
Here NT is the image of fir x 7~. 
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5.8. LEMMA. There is an isomorphism 
43: Hom,,,(C,(ti x I$ fir); Hom,“(Z*[~]; Z))- Hom’(C,(I@ x tix,,,,7r,N,;~) 
given by 
where NT corresponds to fiT x r under the identification map fix fix 7~ -+ 
A2 x ti x,x,lT. 
We will also designate the m-cells of (ti x 1\;1, fir-) as follows. Let fi,” denote the 
lift of III” to (n,,yl) and if (ai, pi) is a diagonal path from (~1, ~1) to (Xi, yi), let Birn 
denote the lift of II/” using (ai, pi). Thus 
Then, each m-cell of (fix fi, fiT) has the form (u, r)Bim where (c, r) E r x rr. 
Consequently, the m-cells of it.% x ti x nxrrrr have the form [(g, 7)~irn, a] subject to the 
identifications 
Combining the above lemmas we have: 
5.9. COROLLARY. There is an isomorphism 
and furthermore, IJJ( UT) has the cochain representation 
[(VT 7)Bim x (u]+ 
1 ifa = 7~~’ 
0 otherwise. 
Now suppose f: M + M is smooth and assume that f is transverse to the diagonal 
A. Then, f has finitely many fixed points {ci} and we choose cl as base point so that 
~0: 7~ = r,(M, c,)+r = r,(M, c,). Now let T denote a tubular neighborhood of A so 
that T n (graph f) consists of m-cells {Di’“} centered at (ci, Ci) (see Fig. 4). 
We may also assume that M has a cellular structure so that each ci is contained in 
the interior of an m-cell ei” so that 1 X f maps eim homeomorphically onto ~irn. Also, if 
B is the closed complement of LI ei”‘, then 
induces 
lxf:(M,B)-(MxM,N,) 
(1 x f)*: Hm(M x M, NT; LB)- H”(M, B; Sf) 
where S?& = f*(B) and 93, coincides with the local coefficient system n,,_,(F) = Z[rl 
of 02. Furthermore, 
(1 xf)*(Q) = r(f, B) 
the obstruction (relative to B) to deforming 1 x f into NT. 
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Fig. 4. 
5.10. PROPOSITION. Under the composition 
Hm(M x M, NT; Z[T])- H”(M, B; Z[T])+ H”(M; Z[7~1) 
the universal obstruction representative UT maps to o(f), the obstruction to deform- 
ing f to befixed point free. Here, Z[r] is understood as focal coeficients, replacing 9 and 
% 
We introduce now a basic diagram using the following facts and notations: 
(a) 7: ti + M the universal covering map; B = q-l(p). 
(b) 2, E n-l(c,), f: fi+&f covers f with {(<e,) = E,. 
(c) The homeomorphism fi x ti x ,x,n.+~Xh$~ given by [(Z,g) X a)]+ 
[a, a-'j], where 7~ acts diagonally on ti x fi. 
(d) cp: r + r is induced by f and f(aZ) = cp(a)j;r’ for u E rr, x’ E &f. 
(e) The Reidemeister action CY = rp(a)cya-‘, producing the set of Reidemeister 
classes R(q). 
(f) 7fa = {a: CJY(r7)(Yu-’ = a} = isotropy subgroup of (Y relative to the Reidemeister 
action. 
(g) 7r acts on fi x 7~ by ~(2, (Y) = (~2, cp(a)c~a-‘); 
(h) rm acts freely on &f x a C &I x T, thereby imbedding I$, = (Q x a)/~~ C 
i@ X,T. Furthermore, fi= II A&# 0. iff o and p are Reidemeister equivalent and in 
this case A& = A& so that we may designate & by A$, p E R(q). Thus, the disjoint 
union Ll @ x a becomes in ti X,T a disjoint union of submanifolds II 
aEa PER(b) 
M,. Note 
also that A& is identified also with I@/ rm via the correspondence [x’ x a] + [f] E I'&/T~. 
Thus, we have a homeomorphism 
tix,7T+ Ll iwTm. 
Ial E R(a) 
(i) The map 
IXjXl - - 
MXT-MXMXT 
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is equivariant with respect to the homomorphism 1 x cp: T + IT x T, because 
(1 xfx l)(e 40( ) o- cd) = (cd, fcri, cp(cT)a6’) = (CT& cp(a)fx’, cp(c+)aa-‘). 
Thus, we have an induced map 
which is actually an imbedding, injecting the submanifolds M, into &f x &I x,,,n. 
(j) Recall that Nr is the closed complement of the tubular neighborhood T of 
A C M X M and B is the closed complement of II eim, where ei” are the m-cells 
containing the fixed points Ci and (1 X f)ei” = Oi” C M X M. I? = v-‘(B), B is the 





Also, we continue to designate by NT the image of fir under the homeomorphism 
The preceding considerations lead to the following basic diagram. 
5.11. BASIC DIAGRAM LEMMA. The following diagram commutes 
where g and each g, is induced by f’ as follows 
g[x’, a] = [a, f2, a] 
g, [f] = [i, a-‘ff]. 
We now choose the labelling of the m-cells of (a, B). The m-cells of (G x A?, fiT) 
have already been labelled (u, r)Dim (see Corollary 5.9). Choose 2im so that (1 x 
f)e? = Bim. Note that the center of t?r is not necessarily a fixed point of the lift { 
The cells C&f, fi) now have the form YZi”, y E 7~, and those of (&f X m, B x r) may be 
labelled r3irn X CL Consequently, we may label the cells of (6f X=T, I?) by [rEim X a] 
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and the corresponding cell in (&UT,, B,) by [+m]. Then, a simple calculation shows 
that 
and hence 
g* [Ycim 1 = (X a-’ cP(Y))Dim- 
Thus, we have the following result 
5.12. PROPOSITION. Cochain representations of g*(t+b(U,)) and g$(qb(UT)) are as 
follows: 
g*(rcI(G)): [YEirn x al- I 1 if a = (p(y)y-’ () otherwise 
gX($L(~T)): [YE”l+ i lf ztieT$jeyA’ L . 
5.13. LEMMA. The image of a/~~ under g, is the graph of the lift &‘f (with 
identifications) in fi x li$~. 
Proof. g, [a] = [a, K’JZ]. 
5.14. LEMMA. g,[ye~]=[&']G+ cr = (p(y)y-'. 
Proof. Since 
the result follows if and only if for some u E r 
cry = ucdqJ(y) - y = a-‘dY) - (Y = dy) y-l. 
Lemmas 5.12 and 5.13 imply: 
5.15. LEMMA. The graph of &in h? x li$rr intersects the diagonal [i\] in hTI x fi/~ 
at points corresponding to the cells [yei”‘] such that (Y-’ = (p(y)y-‘. 
Now, we also have the following commutative cohomology diagram where the 
vertical homomorphisms 4 are isomorphisms after the manner of Corollary 5.9. 
H”(M; Z[7r]) - H”(A4, B; Z[7r]) 
(‘xfs 
-- Hm(M x M, NT; Z[T]) 
* I s + I Fe I z 
H,“(n;i x,77; Z) H,“(rn x,7r, E; Z) 
G' I 
- - H,“(ti x A2 x,,,7r, Iv,; Z) 
I sz I FE I c 
T orww~~;z)- 3 Hc”(A2/7ra,, ii,; Z) aHc”(ti x hTf/?T, NT; Z). IalE (VP) [alE Cc) 
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If we let G(a-‘f) denote the manifold in M x &f/r corresponding to the graph of 
- 
CY-‘~ and [A] the manifold in M x A%/rr corresponding to A C Z6f x ii%, we may state 
the main theorem of this section which is now an easy consequence of the preceding 
results and the above diagram. 
5.16. THEOREM. Let M be a connected orientable smooth manifold and f: 
a map. The obstruction o(f) when viewed as an integral cohomology class in 
M-M 
has the form 
where u, is a fundamental class (compact supports) for the orientable manifold 
~/IT, and G(a-‘f) 0 [A] represents the intersection number in &t x A?ln of the sub- 
manifolds G(a-‘f) and [A]. 
If we observe 
where N,-I is the 
that in the Theorem 5.16 
G(a-‘f)o[A] = i(N,-‘) 
Nielsen class corresponding to the lift (~~‘f, i.e. 
N,-’ = q(Fix &‘f) 
we have the following corollary. 
5.17. COROLLARY. Under the hypotheses and notations in Theorem 5.16 the obs- 
truction o(f) has the following representation as an integral cohomology class 
5.18. Remark. The Reidemeister action employed above is CTO (Y = cp(c+)c~a-‘, i.e. 
(Y and cp(c+)ac+-’ are identified. There is also the alternative action (~0 (Y = 
uct-‘v((T-‘). The correspondence (Y + CX-’ shows these actions are equivalent. Fur- 
thermore, (Y-’ and c+cy-‘cp(a-‘) produce conjugate lifts 
~&rp(cr-‘)p = cdfu-’ 
so that the correspondence [(u]+ N,-I is well-defined. 
56. GENERALIZED LEFSCHETZ NUMBERS AND TRACE FORMULAS 
We begin by reviewing the concept of the trace of an endomorphism cp: A + A 
where A is a finitely generated (f.g.) A-module and A = 0 [n], the rational group ring 
of a finite group ~[3]. In this case every A-module A is projective since A is 
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completely reducible (Mashke’s Theorem[9]). Let G denote an abelian group (e.g. a 
module) and let 
T: 7-G 
be a function such that T(xy) = T(yx), x, y E ?r. T naturally extends to an additive 
homomorphism T: A-, G. Then, if &(A) is the set of n x 12 matrices with 
coefficients in A, T also extends, for all n 2 0, to a trace function 
T: &,,(A)-+G 
by setting for M E .&,(A), M = [m,], 
T(M) = z T(mii). 
This extension following properties: 
If M N belong to &(A), then 
T(M T(M) + T(N) 
(b) and N rectangular matrices with coefficients in A of dimensions 
p x 4, 4 x p, respectively, then 
T(MN) = T(NM). 
Now, if cp: A +A is an endomorphism of f.g. (projective) A-modules, one 
chooses an f.g. A-module B such that C = A @B is free and extends 9 to cp’: C + C 
by setting 
~‘(a, b) = (da), 0). 
Then, if x1, . . . , x, is a A-basis for C, the usual equations 
Cp(Xi) = z Yjxj lli,jSn 
41 
determine a matrix M = [m,] and we set 
T(q) turns out, as usual, to be independent of B and the basis chosen for C and 
also has the properties: 
(6.1) Given A and A’ as above and A-homomorphisms f: A * A’: g, then G(gf) = 
T(fgh 
(6.2) Given a commutative diagram of finitely generated A-modules 
o-A’- A-A”-+0 
IQ I+ lv 
o-A’-A-A”-0. 
Then, T(p) = T(cp’) + T(cp”). 
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In this situation we have a Hopf-Trace Theorem as follows: Let C = {C,) denote a 
graded module over A such that each C, is f.g. (finitely generated) and C, = 0 for 191 
sufficiently large. Then, if cp = {cp,}: C+ C is a graded homomorphism, where 
cps: C, -+ Cq, we define the generalized Lefschetz number of cp (G-valued) by 
Z(Q) = (-- lW(Q,h 
If, in addition, C = {C,, a} is a chain complex over A and cp: C + C is a chain map, 
then cp induces 
and if each C, is f.g. and vanishes for )4( large we see that T(q*): H,(C)+H,(C) 
is defined and 
Z(Q) = TCQ*) (6.3) 
6.4. Remark. Our A-modules are all projective because A = Q [n], n finite. (6.3) 
does not obtain in general for arbitrary A because even though C is free H,(C) may 
not be projective and T(cp,) may not be defined (e.g. if A = Z). 
We will use the usual minor extension of the trace to “compact” mappings. If 
cp: A + A is an endmorphism with f.g. image module B = q(A), then let us set 
T(cp) = T(q]B). This definition is consistent with the previous definition when A is 
f.g. and furthermore this trace function also satisfies the previously stated properties 
for T in the case A is f.g. 
The generalized Lefschetz number will ultimately be defined for a map f: X +X 
and an appropriate subgroup of the fundamental group of X. However, we first 
define the generalized Lefschetz number in a setting which will facilitate this objec- 
tive. 
6.5. Definition. A (base point free) setting S(f) for a self map f: X+=X of a 
connected finite complex consists of the following: 
(a) An endomorphism cp: rr + r of a discrete group 7~. 
(b) 7~ acts freely on a space X’ with orbit space X and associated covering map 
4: X’* x. 




(d) f’ is compact and cp(cw)f’ = f’cr for (Y E r, i.e. f’ is equivariant with respect to 
cp: ?r--,7i-. 
6.6. Remark. There are two important cases when f’ is automatically compact. 
The first is when 7r is finite. The second is when the map Q: r + T has finite image 
(i.e. Q is a “compact homomorphism”). 
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6.7. Remark. It is important to note that f’ is not necessarily 7r-equivariant in 
assumption (c). This is also the case for the other lifts af’, LY E 7, off. However, cuf’ is 
equivariant if we restrict ourselves to the isotropy subgroup ra with respect to the 
Reidemeister action induced by rp, as we shall see. 
Let S(f) be a setting for f: X --,X, as above. cp induces a Reidemeister action of 
7~ on r given by 
u 0 a = ua(p(u-‘) 
and we let r, denote the corresponding isotropy subgroup of (Y E 7r, with respect to 
this action. i.e. 
7ra = {a E 5T: uq(u-‘) = a}. 
6.8. LEMMA. crf’ is 7ra-equivariant, cy E IT. 
Proof. We will use the fact that cp(a)f’= f’a. 
6.9. LEMMA. The isotropy groups IT, are all finite. 
Proof. Consider the equalities for a fixed CY 
Cxrf’ = crcp(a)f’ = olf’cr. 
Since cuf’c+(q-‘(x)) is a finite set, only finitely many (T can satisfy the first equality. 
Hence rTT, is finite. 
We will make use of two trace functions for endomorphisms of Q[r=]-modules. 
Furthermore, let O[R(cp)] denote the free O-module generated by the set of Reide- 
meister classes of cp: 7~ + 7~ and let O[C(T~)] denote the free Q-module generated by 
the conjugacy classes of TV. We will define trace functions 
TaR: ~a - O[R(cp)l 
T,‘: ra - O[C(ra )I. 
Before doing so we will need a counting function. Let W denote a subset of 7~ 
consisting one element from each Reidemesiter classes of cp. We will refer to W as a 
set of Reidemeister representatives. Then for each Reidemeister class 5 E R(p), let 
where [~‘a] is the Reidemeister classes containing the element ~-‘a. Now, set 
h&l) = IIw(l)l = cardinal I&J). 
6.10. LEMMA. h&l) is independent of W, the set of Reidemeister representatives 
and so we designate it simply by h(l). 
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Proof. Suppose (Y’ = xcucp(x-‘), i.e. (Y and (Y’ are Reidemeister equivalent. 
correspondence 
Cr---,xux -1 
establishes a bijection between V~ and raf and 
[(+_‘CY] = [xa-‘cYrp(x_‘)I = [XC-‘x-‘xcucp(x-‘>I =[xK’x-ICY’]. 
This observation suffices to prove the lemma. 
We will also need the following: 
6.11. LEMMA. For 0; T E 7-ra, cy E r we have 
[(cm-‘a] = [(my’a.3 
Proof. Since aaq(a-‘) = (Y, we have 
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Then, the 
(UT)-‘Cl = T-‘U-‘Cl = T-‘CYC&U-‘) = U(U-'T-'CX)p(U-') = U((TU)-'cY)CJ'(U-'). 
Now, we can define the trace functions TUR, T,’ by 
TaR(cT) = A-‘([(T-‘(Y])[(+-‘cy] 
TmC(a) = A-‘([(T-‘Cx])((+) 
where (m> is a conjugacy class in 7~~. In view of the previous lemmas 
TmR(CTT) = TmR(Ta) and TaC(a7) = TaC(7a). 
These trace functions are invariant under the Reidemeister action in the follow- 
ing sense. Let (Y and (Y’ denote Reidemeister equivalent elements with cr’ = XCUCP(X-‘). 
Then, the correspondence -yx: (+ += xmx-’ gives a bijection between the (conjugate) 
subgroups ra and ras and we have commutative diagrams 
Note also the following diagram commutes 
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where O,(a) = [&cu]. To see that 0, is well-defined observe that 
[da] = [xu-‘x-lcd], where (Y’ = xtucp(x-‘) 
but (Y’= (Y when x E TV. 
We consider now the map af’: X’+X’ where (Y E V. Recall that (yf’ is a lift of 
f: Xi X and (yf’ is equivariant with respect to the finite subgroup rra of V. Thus, 
H,(X’,O) is a module over CI[T~] and 
(af’)*: H*(X’; O)+ H*(X’; 0) 
is a homomorphism of (projective) Q(?r,)-modules with finitely generated image. 
6.12. Definition. Given a setting S(f) (6.9, we define for (Y E 7r, the generalized 
a-Lefschetz number of f as follows: 
=%x(s(f)) =q (- l)kTaR((~f'),k) E O[R($‘)l 
where ((yf’)*k: Hk (x’; 0) --) f&(x’; 0). 
6.13. Definition. Let S(f) denote a setting for f: X+X and W a set of Reide- 
meister representatives for ~0: r + 7~. Define the generalized Lefschetz number for 
S(f) by 
6.14. PROPOSITION. (Independence of W) P’(S(ff)) does not depend on the set W of 
Reidemeister representatives, when one identifies the conjugate subgroups nC and Tag, 
where (Y and cy’ = yacp(-y-‘) are Reidemeister equivalent elements, by means of the 
correspondence u + yuy-‘. 
Proof. This follows immediately from our previous remarks on the invariance of 
our trace functions under the Reidemeister action. 
6.15. PROPOSITION (Invariance of Lift f’). Given a setting S(f) for f; X+X, 
suppose f’ is replaced by f’ and all remaining conditions obtain. In particular, f’ is a 
rift of f such that cp(a)f’ = fi(~, (Y E 7~. If S(f) is the altered setting, then (with 
appropriate identifications as in 6.14) 
6P(S(f )) = =M(f )). 
Proof. f’ has the form f’ = yf’ for some y E r. Then, for (Y E r 
rf’a = cp(cr)Yf’ = Y(P((Y)f 
which implies that y commutes with every element of p(r). This forces the map 
R,: CT + cry to be equivariant with respect to the Reidemeister action induced by cp, 
since 
aCrcp(u_‘) y = c+cuycp(a_‘). 
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Thus, R, takes a set of Reidemeister representatives W to another w and we may 
apply 6.14. 
6.16. PROPOSITION (Conjugacy Inuatiance). Let S(f) denote a setting for f. 1f we 
alter cp conjugacy, i.e. set @ = y-Ivy, y E IT and adjust f’ by setting p = y-‘f’ and let 
S(f) denote the corresponding setting, then 
Z(S(f )) = T(S(f )) 
provided we identify Reidemeister classes R(q) and R(G) by means of the equivariant 
isomorphism 
where equivariance is with respect to Reidemeister actions induced by cp and Cp, 
respectively; and we also identify isotropy subgroups via R, 
Proof. First note that f’ = y-‘f’ is a lift of f and 
@(a)p = y-lcp(a)yy-‘fl= y-y” = fia 
so that S(f) is again a setting for f. Furthermore, the equivariance of R, is easily 
checked. If we choose a set of Reidemeister representatives W for S(f), then 
I? = R,( W) is one for s(f) and the conclusion is readily apparent. 
6.17 PROPOSITION (Homotopy Invariance). Let S(f) = {f, f’, X’, m, cp} and S(g) = 
{g, g’, X’, r, cp} denote two settings for f: X+X and g: X+X, respectively, with 
identical ingredients except for f, g and lifts f’, g’ in condition (c) of 6.5. Then, if f - g 
=Y(S(f )) = =%S(g)) 
(with appropriate identifications as in 6.14). 
Proof. Let H: X x I +X denote a homotopy such that HO = f and H, = g. We lift 
H to a homotopy H’: X’ x I + X with initial stage f’ and set Hi = g’. It is easy to 
check that replacing g’ by g’ gives rise to a setting s(g), i.e. 
cp( a)g’ = g’a, a E T. 
Since, (of’)* = (ag’), and we may choose the same set W of Reidemeister represen- 
tatives for S(f) and s(g), we have Z(S(f )) = Z(S(g)). But 2(2?(g)) = 6p(S(g)) by 6.15 
and the result follows. 
6.18. COROLLARY. In computing Z@(f)) we may alter f by a homotopy provided f’ is 
replaced by the corresponding lift obtained by lifting the homotopy with initial stage f’. 
We now proceed to compute Z’(S(f )) in terms of the ordinary Lefschetz numbers 
of lifts of’ of f. We may assume that f: X -P X is cellular with respect to a finite cell 
structure (CW complex) on X. X’ then inherits a cellular structure and a lift 
of’: X’-+ X’ is again cellular. We also assume (without loss of generality) that the 
order of the covering q is finite. 
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The cellular chains Ck(X’,Q) of X’ form a free Q[~~]]-module and we let Bk be a 
O[7rO]-basis for C,(X’,0). Then at the chain level, for b E 9& 
Furthermore, the diagonal elements are given by 
A b,b = pb.cr” 
oE?r, 
If we first use the trace function Tmc: na +Q[C(ra)], then 
Hence, 
(6.16) 
where the outer sum is taken over the conjugacy classes (a) of TV. 
At this point we look at the induced chain map 
(a-‘cuf’)k: c, (X’, 0) - c, (X’, 0) 
for u E r=, for the lift 
u-‘nf: X’+ X’ 
of f and compute the ordinary trace as a O-homomorphism. 
C, (X’, Q) 
Be; = {pb, p E ra, b E 93,). 
We take as a Q-basis for 
Then for pb E %I:, p E n,, b E LBk, the relation pq(p-‘) = cr implies that f’pb = 
cp(p)f’b and hence 
af'pb = acp(p)f'(b) = paf’b. 
Thus, 
W’~f’hW) = ~-‘d(~f’h(b)) 
= u-‘p x Ablbb’ 
b’EC& 
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In order to determine the coefficient of pb on the right side, we consider 
Clearly, 
a-‘prb = pb e=$ T = p-‘up 
and hence the coefficient of pb in (u-‘af’)k(b) is 
pb.r, 7 = p-Imp. 
Thus, the ordinary O-trace of (a-‘qf’)k is 
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(6.17) 
Now, if we let V, denote the number of elments in the centralizer of (+ in 7~,, i.e. 
V, = card {u E r_: uuu-’ = a} 
we may write 
T(u-‘cuf’), = c z v&b. r. 
bESB1, TEW 
(6.18) 











Proof. Apply the correspondence 0,: (a) + [a-‘cY]to Proposition 6.9. 
On the other hand 6.20 may be written 
TaR(af’)k = ,Fm (A-‘[u-‘a]l~~I-‘T(u-‘~f’)k)[u-‘crl 
01 




%(S(f))= 7 (- l)& 2 (A-'[u-'a])(7T,I-'T((T-'Cyf')l,[(T-'LY]. 
VElr, 
We are now in a position to state the main result of this section. 
6.22. THEOREM. Given a map f: X+X, a setting S(f) for f and a set W of 
Reidemeister representatives, the generalized Lefschetz number of S(f) is given by 
(a) 
or, alternatively, 
Z(S(f )) = ,zw In, I-‘L(af’)M ( E O[R(cp)l) 
(b) 
Z(Scf)) = q In, I-‘L(af ‘)P 
PE (c) 
where in (b) one representative CY is chosen in each Reidemeister class p, and L(cyf’) is 
the usual Lefschetz number of cxf’. 
Proof. Using Corollary 6.21 
Y(S(f) = 2 %(S(f)) = & ,Fr ~-‘[(+-‘~ll~~l-‘L(~-‘~f’)[~-‘~l. 
CTEW a 
Now collect all the identical Reidemeister classes and use the definition 
counting function A[a-‘a] as well as the fact that ]7ral = l7~o-1~ I to obtain 
of the 
Z(S(f)) = ,z, (7T,I-‘L(of’)M E Q]R(q)l. 
which is the desired result. 
6.23. COROLLARY. If rr is abelian, in addition to the hypotheses of 6.22, then 
z(S(f )) = IFix d’ q Uolf’)[~l E QMcpN. aE 
Proof. If T is abelian, ra = kernel (1 - ~0) (writing r additively. Thus na = 
{K q(a) = a} and hence 
]~~l= /Fix cp]. 
In order to relate Z(S( f )) to Nielsen numbers, we review some generalized Nielsen 
theory. The diagram 
X’- X’ 




which is part of the setting S(f), stipulates that f is a map which admits lifts f’ and all 
the lifts of f have the form cuf’, (Y E 7~ where 7~ is as usual identified with the group of 
covering transformations of q. A T-Nielsen class of f is obtained by projecting the 
fixed point set of a lift elf’ onto X, i.e. a T-Nielsen class has the form q(Fix (cuf’)). 
Conjugate lifts give rise to the same T-Nielsen class and since ycuf’y-’ = yaq(y-‘)f’, 
where cp is part of the setting S(f), we denote T-Nielsen classes by 
Wf, [aI) = dFix af’) 
for every Reidemeister class [(Y] E R(q). The index of the Nielsen class 
i(N,(f, [(Y])) is defined by setting 
WAf, [aI) = i(f, f-0, 
the local index of f on U, where U is an open set in X and Fix (f) II U = iV,(f, [al). 
Then the generalized Nielsen number N,(f) is given by the number of T-Nielsen 
clases N,,(f, [(Y]) with non-zero index. 
Getting back to our setting S(f), we first observe that if y is a fixed point of Lyf’ 
lying above x E X, then there are precisely 1~~1 fixed points above x for the map (yf’. 
Furthermore, if we assume that f has isolated fixed points a simple counting argument 
shows that 
W,(f, bl))l%I = Uaf’) (6.25) 
where L(cuf’) is the ordinary Lefschetz number of the compact mapping c#: X’-+X’. 
Thus, we have the following theorem. 
THEOREM. Given a map f: X+X and setting S(f ), the generalized Lefschetz 
number Y(S(f)) is given by 
XS(f 1) = T; WAf, P))P ( E Z[R(cp)l). 
PE Cc) 
6.27. COROLLARY. Iffor c =Z Ajpj E Z[R(cp)], we set Y(C)=): Aj, then 
v(ascf)) = L(f ), 
the ordinary Lefschetz number off. 
We now discuss how a map f: X +X generates settings and hence generalized 
Lefschetz numbers. We let (I: X +X denote the universal cover of X and 7r = 
Cov (4) the group of covering transformations. Then f induces f# = cp: T + T (up to 
conjugancy) so that f provides us with the data {X, r, cp}. Now, we choose a normal 
subgroup 7r’ of 7r such that cp(r’) C r’. We set X’ = X/rr’ and Z-” = 4~’ acts freely on 
X’. It follows easily that f admits lifts 
f 
X’- X’ 
1 1 f x-x 
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such that q”((~)f’ = ~‘LY, (Y E v”, where (p”: v+‘+ r” is induced by p. Thus, S(f) = 
{X’, f’, rr”, cp”} constitutes a setting for f: X-+X, provided f’ is compact. 
6.28. Definition. Given f: X-+X, ~T’UT such that cp(r’) C d and that lifts of f to 
X’ are compact, we set 
ZAf) = as(f)> 
where S(f) is a setting generated as above and r” = 7~1~‘. 
6.29. Remark. &.(f) is independent (module appropriate identifications) of the 
choices employed in obtaining S(f) because of 6.15 and 6.16. 
We now summarize the properties of Z+,(f) in the following theorem. 
6.30. THEOREM. Let f: X+X denote a self map of a finite complex satisfying the 
conditions of 6.28. 
(a) If Fix f = 0, then .9$(f) = 0. 
(b) If f - g, then .9,&f) = Z’Ag). 
(c) If f’ is a lift off to X’ such that cp(a)f’= f’a, LY E +’ 
where rr: is the isotropy subgroup of (Y relative to the Reidemeister action induced by 
cp”. 
(4 
where N,(f, p) is the generalized Nielsen class of f corresponding to the Reidemeister 
class p. 
6.31. Remark. There is a base point approach to Z+,.(f) as follows: Given a map 
f: X-+ X, choose a base point x0 E X and a path y from f (x0) back to x0. Then, we 
have 
I* 
~l(X x0)- Tl (X3 f (x0)) y*_, n,(X, x0) 
and we identify T with T,(X, x0) and let cp = y#f+ We choose a normal subgroup r’ of 
rr such that cp(&) C 7~’ and let 4: X’ + X the regular covering belonging to +. Choose 
a base point x;l above x0 and lift y-i at x8 to a path with endpoint xi. There is a unique 
lift f’ of f such that f’(xi) = xi and f’ automatically satisfies cp”( cu)f’ = fro, cy E +’ = 
r/r’. This generates a setting S(f) which may be used to compute .9+(f). 
6.32. COROLLARY. Let f: X+X denote a self map of a compact triangulable 
manifold of dimension 2 3 which admits compact lifts to its universal cover. Then the 
obstruction o(f) of 02 vanishes, if, and only if, JG&(f) = 0. 
In order to interpret these results in the presence of the so-called “Jiang con- 
dition” (see [4]) we set forth the following definition, employing the notation 
X, X’, f, f’, r, &, +’ as above. 
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6.33. Definition. f: X +X is said to satisfy the weak Jiang condition with respect to 
(r” provided every lift elf’ off is homotopic to f’, i.e. all the lifts off are homotopic as 
self-maps of the covering space X’. For convenience, we use the phrase “f is JW(?r”)“. 
The usual Jiang condition on f requires that for X’ equal to the universal cover, all 
the lifts Lyf’, (Y E r, of f are homotopic to f’ in the class of fiber preserving maps, i.e. 
the homotopy connecting af’, and f’ is required to cover a cyclic homotopy in the 
base X (starting and ending at f). Thus, JW(~“) is weaker than the usual Jiang 
condition even when I? = r. 
6.34. THEOREM. Suppose f: X+X satisfies the conditions in Definition 6.28 and in 
addition f is J,,,(IT”) then 
Z+,(f) = L(f’) ,& I4ybl. 
6.35. COROLLARY. Suppose f: X+X satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 6.34 and 
in addition X is a compact triangulable manifold (dimension 2 3) with IT” = r, then f 
is deformable to a fixed point free map if, and only if, the ordinary Lefschetz number 
L(f) = 0. 
Proof. 
=Z(f) = uf’)a&Jd*r4 
and 
L(f) = L(f’) a& IF?. 
Thus, L(f) = 0 implies 9$(f) = 0 and this in turn implies the obstruction O(f) = 0 
(Corollary 6.32). 
The following example is instructive. Let v denote a perfect group of orientation 
preserving homeomorphisms acting freely on an odd sphere Sk (e.g. 7r could be the 
icosohedral group acting on S3) and let X = Sk/r. Now, X is not a Jiang space in the 
usual sense that the identity map satisfies the Jiang condition. This is because the 
Jiang subgroup (see [S]) of X lies in the center of rr which is trivial. Thus, the results 
(see [S]) corresponding to Corollary 6.35 for Jiang spaces does not apply. Neverthe- 
less, it is true that for this non-simply connected manifold X which is not a Jiang 
space that f: X + X is deformable to a fixed point free map if, and only if, the 
ordinary Lefschetz number L(f) = 0. More generally, 
6.36. COROLLARY. Let Mk denote a simply connected, compact, triangulable mani- 
fold (dimension L 3) and r a finite group of homeomorphisms acting freely on ML 
which are all homotopic. If X = M”/r and f: X + X is a self map, then f is deformable 
to a fixed point free map if and only if the ordinary Lefschetz number L(f) = 0. 
6.37. Remark, Additional examples of situations where this corollary applies are 
provided by the beautiful result [ lo] thay any finite group 7~ can act freely on a sphere 
if, and only if, v satisfies all 2p and p* conditions (p prime). 
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6.38. COROLLARY. If a finite group m acts freely on an odd sphere Sk, k ? 3 and 
M = Sk/~, then for any map f: M -+ M. The Nielsen number N(f) is given by; (it 
N(f) = 0, when L(f) = 0; (ii) N(f) = JR(cp)[, when L(f) # 0, where [R(q)1 is the number 
of Reidemeister classes of cp = ficl: 7~ + rr. 
In particular, then if 7~ = Z, (written additively) with generator 1 and if q(l) = k, 
then in the above situation if f: M + M is a map with L(f) # 0, then N(f) = IR<(p>l, 
where R(q) is identified with cokernel (cp - 1) and hence IR(cp)J = (k - 1, p). Thus, 
either f has no essential points or d = (k - 1, p) essential ones (compare [8]). 
Note added in proof 
(1) In regard to Remark 6.6, it should be noted that f’ is compact precisely when cp: T + T has finite image. 
(2) In order to correctly handle the case when the cover q: X’+X is not finite, Definition 6.12 should be 
altered by first dividing out the kernel of cp: GT --f 7~; i.e. if T’ = ker cp, replace XI/T’, and ?r, by ?T,/T~ n T’. 
For more details see the forthcoming paper, Generalized Lefschetz Numbers, by S. Y. Husseini. 
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